
Faced with the climate emergency, we believe that everyone needs to be trained on
the basics of climate science, in order to understand the situation, collectively accept
the structural changes that need to be made, and start taking effective action.

Testimonials

                 participants in our workshop  

           facilitators

   international co-ordinators to guide you

    countries and        different languages to reach the whole world

"Tomorrow climate change will tragically harm human activities. A complex
scenario that is not always visible and palpable, which Climate Fresk
cleverly and usefully highlights."

Nicolas Hulot, President of the foundation for Nature and Mankind 

"This massive amplification of the use of Climate Fresk will allow us to
prove ourselves tomorrow to our customers, schools, territories and all our
stakeholders..."

Carine de Boissezon, Chief Sustainability Officer  - 

"How does global warming work? The first option to get the answer: read
an IPCC report. Result guaranteed, but 2000 pages to go! The second
option: play the Climate Fresk. This game helps to understand the main
mechanisms in this highly complex issue. To try it is to adopt it! "

Jean-Marc Jancovici, Member of the

EDF

French High Council for Climate

"Climate Fresk is an innovative, participatory and accessible approach to
understand the scientific basis of climate change. This exchange of
knowledge is a key first step for everyone to choose how to act effectively,
in line with the issues at stake." 

Valérie Masson-Delmotte, Co Chair           Working Group 1IPCC

Climate Fresk is a French non-profit organisation, on a mission to raise awareness about climate change and train  1
MILLION        people on the fundamentals of climate science, with a fun and collaborative workshop. 
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Understanding the issue leads to action and acceptance of change

 1 MILLION



Participants gather around a table in teams of 4 to 8. They discover 42 cards representing the
different components of climate change and collaboratively work to identify cause and effect
relationships, under the supervision of a trained facilitator to guide them, provide additional insights
and ensure smooth communication.

Beginners will discover the topic and more advanced participants will enhance and structure their knowledge.
We offer dedicated workshops to fit your requirements with tailor-made support.

They trusted us

The 4 stages of the workshop

THE WORKSHOPTHE WORKSHOP

   http://climatefresk.org/                contact@climatefresk.org     

1 1h - BUILD :  Discover and link the cards to create the Fresk.

1h - CREATE :  Take ownership of the Fresk by adding illustrations and a title.

:  Deliver a concise presentation to consolidate your knowledge.15’ - PRESENT

:   Share with other players your feelings, opinions, questions and solutions.45’ - DEBRIEF
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Participate in a workshop

It's simple 

Our other tools 

There is a Junior Fresk for 11-15 year olds with simplified cards. We also offer a shorter format (20 minutes),
the Quiz Fresk, which offers an introduction to the tool, with participants guessing relationships between a few
cards with the help of the facilitator.
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1 card game An unlimited number of
players

A facilitator A 3-hour-long
workshop

Material
(table, paper,

pens)

http://climatecollage.org/
http://climatecollage.org/
http://climatecollage.org/
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